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Abstract. A variety of recurring geographic entities form collections of point, line or area features. Examples are groups of islands (Archipelago), relief features in deserts, periglacial lakes or geomorphological forms, such as drumlins and sinkholes. All these groups of features might be best identified with a single label. Surprisingly, the (automated) labelling of groups of features has received little attention so far. We investigate the labelling of feature groups by comparing manually generated labels to a set of formally defined, algorithmically optimal placements. By taking this systematic approach, we hope to detect if, and which, formal measures are—possibly sub-consciously—used by cartographers. Furthermore, the framework allows us to define a series of precise algorithmic questions which can readily be investigated in future work.
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1. Introduction

The ability of a map to convey spatial information is directly related to the quality of its annotation. A clear association between names and their features has a direct influence on the map reading performance (Noyes 1980, Lloyd 1997). Traditionally, the labelling of maps has been a manual process performed by trained cartographers. Map labeling is a labor intensive and time-consuming task which takes a significant part of total map production time. Hence automated cartography, and more generally geographic information systems, have tried to automate the labelling process. Starting with the work by Yoeli (1972), there have been numerous and various attempts (Kern & Brewer 2008, Wolff & Strijk 2009) to automate well-established cartographic design techniques (Imhof 1962, Wood 2000, Brewer 2005) for labelling point (settlements, mountain peaks, ...), linear (rivers, boundaries,
roads, ... and areal features (countries, islands, lakes, woods, ...). Each design technique introduces its own requirements and challenges. The most complex and challenging task is the labeling of areal features. Areal features allow a high degree of freedom for labeling, due to the great variety of possible shapes to be labeled and the rich and diverse set of cartographic guidelines. For example, the label can be placed inside the area, either horizontally or using a curved label. If the feature is too small for the entire label or contains other important map elements, the label may also be placed outside the area. There is, however, one uniting aspect in all these design techniques: a label should always conform to the shape and the extent of the feature.

Some geographic features like archipelagos, forest patches, or sand hills can be grouped into a cluster or a chain having a common name (see Figure 1). These feature groups should usually be labelled differently from single areal features. Surprisingly the (automated) labelling of feature groups has received little attention so far. This is at least partially caused by the lack of cartographic principles that can be found in the literature on this subject. Though extensive guidelines for map labelling have been given in seminal works by Imhof (1962), Wood (2000) and Brewer (2005), information on the labelling of feature groups is surprisingly sparse. Wood (2000) suggests that, to label island groups, “... the group name should be on a curve following the general shape of the group or positioned so that the name balances the overall shape of the group.” No further guidelines for the labelling of feature groups are known.

**Contribution.** We investigate the labelling of feature groups by comparing manually generated labels to a set of formally defined, algorithmically op-
timal placements. After surveying related work (Section 2), we provide an overview of the possible strategies for labelling feature groups as can be observed in manually labelled maps (Section 3). We then (Section 4) define a framework of feasible labeling algorithms. Finally (Section 5) we compare existing, manual labels, replicated from printed atlases, to a subset of the different optimal algorithmic solutions. By taking this systematic approach, we hope to detect if, and which, formal measures are—possibly subconsciously—used by cartographers. To the best of our knowledge this is the first attempt to analyze the techniques used by skilled cartographers in a formal quantitative way. Furthermore, the framework allows us to define precise algorithmic questions pertaining to the automated labeling of feature groups which can readily be investigated in future algorithmic work.

2. Related work

Over centuries, cartography as a science and art has developed and collected a wealth of postulates and design techniques for producing clear and legible map labelling (Imhof 1962, Phillips et al. 1977, Wood 2000, Brewer 2005). Almost all existing labelling algorithms (Wolff & Strijk 2009) heavily rely on cartographic guidelines, such as the ones compiled by Imhof (1962). The task of automated label placement is commonly divided into three subtasks, namely candidate-position generation, position evaluation (van Dijk et al. 2002) and position selection (Christensen et al. 1995). For a detailed explanation of these sub-tasks we refer to Edmondson et al. (1996). Only the sub-tasks of candidate-position generation and evaluation need to use cartographic guidelines.

Many of the techniques used in manual labelling were automated over the last four decades. Algorithms for point labelling were developed in a sliding model by van Kreveld et al. (1999) or in a comprehensive model by Rylov and Reimer (2014a). The problem of labelling linear features was addressed amongst others in Barrault and Lecordix (1995), Edmondson et al. (1996) and Chirié (2000). Van Roessel (1989), Barrault (2001), and Rylov & Reimer (2014b) proposed methods for labelling areal features. The problem of labelling feature groups has also received some attention. Specifically, van Kreveld and Schlechter (2005) developed an efficient algorithm to label a group of islands. Their algorithm tries to place a horizontal label in the position that “minimizes the maximum distance from the label to each island of the group.”

However, there are still several interesting and important design techniques that have not been automated yet. Table 1 shows that point and linear features are most frequently studied, both in the cartographic literature and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of designations</th>
<th>Guidelines</th>
<th>Algorithms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Point features</strong></td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Linear features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centered</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alongside</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areal features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontally inside</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontally outside</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight line inside</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curved inside</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curved outside</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group of areas</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal (through)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight line (through)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curved line (through)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight line (alongside)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curved line (alongside)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. A summary of cartographic guidelines and existing algorithms.

3. Cartographic Design of Feature Labelling

Bertin (1967) noted that the cartographic representation of groups of features across scales is one of the most difficult and error-prone tasks within cartography. As he shows in his example of a group of lakes, the problems of emphasis and visual grouping become multidimensional: shape, orientation, Gestalt properties, and non-geometric attributes all compete for the attention of the mapmaker. This has also been recognized as a hard problem in automated generalization (Steiniger & Weibel 2007).

As with all classifications, grouping geometric objects always keeps some elements of arbitrariness. This puts more pressure on the label: The string “Liverpool”, for example, should identify a single point feature on the map representing the town and nothing else. “Spitsbergen”, by contrast, should have a clear relationship to all parts of the Archipelago. Following Imhof (1962), the fundamental function of any label is disambiguation. This func-
tion is naturally harder to achieve for object groups, which are potentially close to other object groups, than for the simple object-label pairs in point labeling. A single label might even be all that ties the objects together visually. Group labels hence have a constructive function in addition to the descriptive function that all labels carry.

Manually labelled maps show a much greater variety of placements for group labels than for point labels (Figure 2 and 3). Instead of a clear hierarchy of 6-8 preferred positions, we find curved labels, axis-aligned straight lines, rotated straight lines, who all might or might not overlap the constituent features, placed outside or within the group, etc. This greater variety is due to the higher degrees of freedom for both the arrangement and shape of the feature, as well as the position of the label.

It is often even unclear which placement strategy (each in turn warranting its own algorithm) is required under which circumstances. Many non-

**Figure 2.** Different placement strategies: (a) Ionische In. Bézier curve, shape-connecting (b) Kleine Sunda In. Circular Arc, grid-aligned, through the Archipelago, and (c) Nördl. Sporaden circular arc, shape-aligned, connecting; Kykladen circular arc, shape-aligned, through.
geometric determinants appear to play a role. One example are administrative peculiarities, especially regarding international borders, that heavily use the constructive role of the label. But also authoring and reproduction techniques influence placement. Copper engraving and the growing virtuosity some engravers achieved led to toponym densities above 700 toponyms per (10 cm)$^2$ (Figure 4), which could still be reproduced by lithographic processes. Off-set printing paired with manual labelling via rub-off letters or similar techniques lead to lower densities, and thus more degrees of freedom, which were used differently by different cartographers.

Color usage is another non-geometric determinant, especially regarding the visual impact of, and tolerance for, overprinting. Light background colors paired with a full black are much more forgiving of small overprints than on-screen rasterized maps. As a consequence, we distinguish between small overprints which are of no harm in offset-printing and are limited to the

**Figure 3.** Different placement strategies: (a) Dj. el Djelf Straight-line, shape-aligned (b) Straight-line, shape-aligned, through (c) Gebel el Gardeba circular arc, shape-aligned, through for linear elements, and (d) Hebriden circular arc, shape-aligned, alongside; St. Kilda straight line, grid-aligned, accompanying.
outline of constituent polygons. We call this “touching” (see Kykladen in Figure 2 (c) ) in contrast to a full overprint such as found in Figure 2 (b).

In Table 2 we give an overview of observed strategies for group labels. In Figure 2 and 3 we provide real-world examples from a variety of cartographic sources (see references for details).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Overprinting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Straight line</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grid aligned</td>
<td>Accompany</td>
<td>seldom/touching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Through</td>
<td>Common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shape aligned</td>
<td>Alongside</td>
<td>seldom/touching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Through</td>
<td>seldom/touching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Circular arc</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grid aligned</td>
<td>Accompany</td>
<td>seldom/touching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Through</td>
<td>seldom/touching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shape aligned</td>
<td>Alongside</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Through</td>
<td>seldom/touching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bézier curve</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shape aligned</td>
<td>Alongside</td>
<td>seldom/touching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Through</td>
<td>seldom/touching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connecting</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2.* Strategies for label placement.
4. Algorithmic Framework

The input to a group labeling problem is a set $S$ of $k$ features, which are given as simple polygons $P_1, ..., P_k$ with $n$ vertices in total. The label to be computed is a shape as well, and depending on the label type, has a baseline that is either straight, circular, or a Bézier curve. The label shape itself is the baseline offset along the perpendicular by the text height.

We first define a space of possible label designs. We include four different characteristics that may affect the labelling: label shape, point of measure, distance measure, and overlap. These characteristics are independent and, thus, our framework covers all 54 possibilities that result from the Cartesian product of these characteristics (see Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Point of measure</th>
<th>Distance measure</th>
<th>Overlap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Straight Line</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Intersection-free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bézier curve</td>
<td>Centroid</td>
<td>Min-Max</td>
<td>Overlapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular arc</td>
<td>Closest point</td>
<td>Min-Sum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Min-Sum-Squares</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The characteristics for labelling within our framework

The first characteristic is shape. We consider straight lines, circular arcs (being the simplest type of curves), and the commonly used cubic Bézier curves as baselines for the labels.

The second characteristic is the point of measure used to define the distance between a label and a single feature. The simplest representation of a feature is a single point, namely the centroid. The centroid, however, need not be representative of the feature. Alternatively, we can use the point of the feature that is closest to the label. If the label intersects the feature, the distance would hence be zero. Lastly, it may be the case that the label is close to the complete island, so we also use the complete area of the island to compute the distance. This definition gives rise to an integral.

Thirdly we consider the distance measure being optimized. Different distance measures are in use in cartography (Zighed 2012). We use three common ones, namely, the min-max, min-sum, and min-sum-of-squares distance measures. The min-max distance captures the largest distance between the label and the features. This measure is a measure of the ‘point of worst fit’. By contrast the min-sum distance computes the sum over all distances from the label to the features. As such, the min-sum distance is a measure of average fit between shapes. A few features may be far removed from the label, however. The min-sum-of-squares distance resolves this by using the squared distance between the label and the features. The min-sum-of-squares distance finds an average fit that is reasonably good at any point.
Finally, we take the overlap with the features into account. Labels should generally not overlap their respective features. For the “inverse” problem of labeling a group of lakes (the Great Lakes, the Finger Lakes in New York State, ...), overlapping the label with the lakes may be less of a problem.

4.1. Techniques

We first briefly discuss some computational issues involved when determining optimal labels as well as suitable simplifications to overcome them. Then we sketch techniques which are suitable to solve the simplified problems. Algorithmic details are beyond the scope of this paper.

First, measuring distance using area is more complicated than using single points as there are an infinite number of points involved. We will simplify our problem by using a suitable finite sampling of all points of each feature, thereby discretizing the input to sets of points for every labelling setting.

Second, instead of computing a label that optimizes a measure, we will compute a center line that optimizes the measure. The center line is halfway between the baseline and the top of the label. We can extend the optimal center line to a label afterwards.

Third, we require labels that span the full extent of the feature group. We make the simplifying assumption that the width of a label can be controlled, to some degree, by changing the letter spacing. As a consequence, we consider label positions that do not need a left and a right extreme side. For straight line labels this implies that we can assume that the label length is long enough to measure all distances using perpendicular distances to the label (Figure 5). Similarly, for circular arc labels we assume that the distance from any point to the label is a perpendicular distance to a circle.

In several settings these simplifications allow us to use known algorithms from different fields for optimal labels. Moreover, computing an optimal full line or circle, rather than an optimal line segment respectively a circular arc, reduces the number of degrees of freedom in placing the label by two. Often the number of degrees of freedom has a direct influence on the effi-
ciency of the resulting algorithm, and may show up in the some form in the exponent of the running time bound.

After computing an optimal line or an optimal circle, we can still choose the most suitable placement of the letters along the line or circle to ensure the extent is indeed fitting for the group, allowing optimality for line segments and circular arcs as well. For cubic Bézier curves we cannot use a corresponding simplification to reduce the number of degrees of freedom. Instead, we observe that we have to deal with eight degrees of freedom, two coordinates for each of the four points that defines the curve.

**Overlapping labels**

When we dissect the possible combinations within the framework the simplest group of settings are the “centroid–overlapping” measures. These measures do not need the fact that features are polygons. Instead we can just consider a point set for which we desire an optimal placement. Algorithms to optimize these measures over all placements are already known within the areas of computational geometry and computational statistics.

For the mix-max measure, we can compute the convex hull of the centroids and then apply a rotating calipers algorithm (Shamos 1978) to find two parallel lines that have all points in between and are closest together. The optimal line is exactly in the middle of these parallel lines. Using standard computational geometry techniques, the running time is \( O(n + k \log(k)) \).

For the min-sum measure, we observe that a line can only be optimal if it is a halving line: no side of the line can contain more than half of the points. Hence, the optimal line can be computed using geometric dualization (de Berg et al. 2000 - chapter 8). In dual space we can compute the median level or levels in the arrangement of lines. Using various known results (Dey 1998, Edelsbrunner & Welzl 1986, Brodal & Jacob 2002), we obtain an \( O(n + k^{1.33} \log(k)) \) time algorithm.

The optimization of the min-sum-of-squares measure is equal to regression with the error in variables equally likely to be caused by the \( x \)- and \( y \)-values. Deming regression, also known as the error-in-variables model, computes the optimal line minimizing the sum of squared distances in \( O(n) \).

When considering the area versions of the problem the algorithms remain the same, although the number of points will be considerably higher due to the sampling of the polygons. Note that the min-max setting in combination with all-points minimizes the distance to the overall furthest point.

To measure distances to the closest points, we first replace every island by its convex hull, in \( O(n) \) time (Melkman 1987), as this does not alter the result. For the min-max measure we use an algorithm that rotates two paral-
lel lines, akin to rotating calipers, to find the optimal line in $O((n + k^2)\log(n))$ time. A variation of this algorithm solves the min-sum and min-sum-of-squares versions: there are $O(n + k^2)$ combinatorially distinct orientations and for each, we can optimize the corresponding function.

We also mention one specific result for circles that follows immediately from known results, namely the settings where the circle can overlap the islands and minimizes the maximum distance to the centroid or to the area. This computational problem is equivalent to computing the smallest width annulus that contains a set of points; a quadratic time solution is well-known (de Berg et al. 2000 - Chapter 7).

**Non-overlapping labels**

There are two different approaches to obtain algorithms for computing optimal lines in the non-overlapping settings. First, we can represent the space of all lines that do not intersect any island by using the dual plane again. The total complexity of these lines in the dual is $O(n + k^2)$. We can subdivide the dual space further until we can optimize a single function.

Second, we can study the geometry of the situation and derive properties that an optimal solution must have. These properties will limit the search space for the optimal label, and thus restrict the number of required computations. An example is the non-overlapping line (given our set of features) having the optimal min-sum distance to a set of points. By proving that the optimal line always passes through at least two points (of the point set or the feature points) we can develop a more efficient algorithm.

Both approaches also work to determine optimal circles. But the running time will increase and not all properties carry over from lines to circles.

**5. Comparison**

We explore the applicability of the algorithmic framework described in Section 4 by testing a subset of optimal algorithmic solutions (circular arc baselines) against digitized, manual labels. We digitized 30 circular arc labels from a variety of different Austrian, Swiss and German atlases. We then compared the labels to the automatically generated optimal labels.

We compared the manual labels with the “circular-arc * area * min-max * non-overlapping” labels resulting from our framework. Within the set of 30 labels, we found 7 instances where the resulting label was similar to the manual label. In some examples an offset of the island group was required for the label to match the manual label. Figure 5 (a) shows an example including both the manual and computed label for the Ryukyu islands.
Figure 5. Manual (grey) and automated (green) labels for different island groups. (a) The Ryukyu islands. The automatically generated label matches reasonably well, but requires an offset from the group. (b) The Dalmatian islands. Two problems interfere with automated labelling. The min-max measure focusses only on the point of worst fit and the label can be only on the outside of the group of features.

While several manual labels fit the min-max distance measure well, our exploration indicates that the min-max measure is not the main criterion applied by cartographers. It may lead to situations where the descriptive function of the label is sacrificed for the benefit of a single outlier of the group (Figure 5 (b)). Using an alternative geometric measure may solve this problem. For example, the min-sum-of-squares measure takes the average distance of all features into account. Unfortunately, we do not yet have optimal algorithms for min-sum-of-squares circular arc labels and, hence, cannot test this hypothesis. A better circular arc label would also be possible if we do not require the label to be on the outside of the group of islands. Unfortunately, we do not yet know how to find such labels optimally. We believe in “objectivity through optimality” and hence will test these settings once we or others succeeded in developing optimal algorithms.

Our current framework takes into account the distance to features only, but does not yet consider the shape and extent of the whitespace around the group. As already mentioned by Wood (2000), labels may either follow the general shape of the group or complete its

Figure 6: Antilles. The manual label (grey) completes the group and is less likely to be captured by a geometric distance measure.
overall shape. The second option is mainly tied to the whitespace around the feature group (Figure 6). The label does not necessarily optimize the geometric distance to the group of features, but completes the geometric shape of the group. Labels may also be used to balance the visual weight of the feature group.

During our comparisons, it became apparent that several label positions could be reproduced with the framework but with an inverted curvature. The manual samples nearly always prefer to tie the features together like a pincer or enclose them like a bracket. This is in contrast with the actual curvature of the boundary of the group which might bend away (Figure 7 (a)).

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7.** (a) New Hebrides. Manual labels (grey) are often concave towards the island groups, the automated label has a lower distance to the islands. (b) Society Islands. Requiring non-overlapping labels may be overly restrictive.

As expected, small overlaps with the features are frequently used in manually placed labels and hence such an option should be included in our framework.

### 6. Conclusion

We outlined an approach to quantitatively study the labelling of feature groups by comparing manually generated labels to a set of formally defined, algorithmically optimal placements. In the absence of cartographic guidelines for this important labeling problem, we believe that our systematic study will eventually lead to a set of clear specifications which are suitable for automated construction of high-quality labels that match best manual practices. First results are encouraging, but clearly extensive future work is needed to develop optimal algorithms and similarity measures, extend the framework, and hopefully finally validate our approach.

**Acknowledgements.** Thanks to Sarah Lohr and Susanne Heuser for the digitizing maps.
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